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Letter of Acknowledgement

(\fSS is a national organization that started with few social activist committed to work
imong the drug addicts both from the social and medical perspectives. Their dream came
:r to reality n 1997 in the name of Khulna Mukti Seba Sangstha (KMSS)" Initially KMSS
,i:med to serve drug addict community. Considering the drug use behavior it came to
:=alization that poverty is a greater context for drug abuse & it needs to address. Therefore,
(\{SS expanded its constituency to poor womerL sex workers, slum dwellers and hard-core
:--or peopie. Now KMSS's constituency touches near about 1.5 million people" The vision of
'-:-e K\ISS is to build a healthy society where a1I people are able to meet the basic human
::eds and rights with fuli of dignity, joy and peace.

l:: mission of the organization is to be committed to serve oppressed, poor and vulnerable
:--nmunities. Promotes full human transformation and bring positive changes in their lives
--:.ai ultimately contribute in to holistic sustainable development. Response to the
:':r,€rg€flcv need of the target community specially, promoting youth, children and women
'j-.a: affechng them physically, mentally and environmentally. Enhance moral and spiritual
-.-:iues that assist the community to lead a peaceful holy life. towards the kingdom of God.
Jrntribute effectively in promoting human rights and empowerment of poor, marginal and
',''rlnerable people to gain and secure their human dignity for livelihood well- beings.

- t'elieve that without having a systematic process an orgarization can't achieve any goal.
lle svstem makes an organizafion efficient through transparency, accountability, equal
:ight to it's employees, management of resource, capacity development of the employees
:ntl undertaking right programs. Considering these factors KMSS has decided to develop
-::r.1. rntroduce various policies in the organization in a professional manner. Policy
:uicleline on Partnership is one of the policies that would guide the organization to make
.1:cision about various issues of Parhrership according to the Bangladesh and internaLional
st.rndard iaws.

r'lhering this policy guideline is mandatory for all employees of KMSS for the betterment
:i themselves as well as the organization, KMSS management deserves all rights to review
re document to amend, add or delete any policies as and when required.

- appreciate concern people developed this policy that would KMSS to achieve its mission
:..ore successfully in the future.

rinclest Regards

.A.froza Akhter Moniu '::;,..,.- ,

General Secretary 
'';'rr.:--:"'r:'-

K\ISS



About This Manual

This Manual is designed to guide KMSS in the crafting and operationalizing of a

partnership sfoategy to support its programming framework. It is a compendium of
material gleaned from the experiences of many sources and woven into a KMSS format to
harmonize with our strategic planning processes.

Part One articulates KMSS mental model for partrership. It presents a

partnership policy and a set of partnership principles. It also provides a definition for
irna vislon of partrering as well as five partrership typologies to help contextualize
KIISS thinking regarding partnership. Lastly, a collection of suggested practices are put
forth that have been fou-nd helpful in establishing and maintaining strong partnership
relations.

Part Two outlines a 7-step process for crafting and operationalizing a KMSS
partnership strategy. Ideally, Steps 1-4 of this process would dovetail both conceptually
and chronologically with the crafting of the KMSS's Long Range Strategic Plan (LRSP)"

Steps 5-7 of this process, theru will help guide the KMSS in operationalizing its
strategic decisions - whether part of or a supplement to the LRSP" These steps are
designed to help the KMSS operationalize partnerships within the discrete geographic
focus areas selected by the KMSS. However, they are also applicable (perhaps with
minor modifications) for operationalizing partnerships on a national or regional, prograrn
or sector, community, or project level.

Parts Three provide detailed process instructions for each of the suggested tools
for Crafting a Partrership Strategy and for Operationalizing a Partnership Strategy,
respectively.

This Manual is designed to be used by Project Managers, Regional or Sectoral
Program Managers, Department Heads, Cross-Functional Team, LRSP Core Comrnittees,
anilany other KMSS staff who wish to work in partnership with other for-profif non-
profit or public sector organizations.
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Part One
Partnership Policy, Principles and Practices

Part One of this Manual articulates KMSS mental model for partnership in an effort
:: help contextualize their thinking about working with others.

1.1 A Policy on Partnership

l:'.e of the seven strategic directions articulated in KMSS 5 Years Strategic Plan is "to build

=:::ctive local partnerships." This is defined as a broad policy of working "more often in
:i-rdi partnership with both local non-governmental organizattons and community- based

::iaruzations" and, at the same time working to "strengthen the capacity of government

.: (\lSS beneficiaries will be reached through partner institutions and that all projects will
-:.'.'.'ive autonomous local institutions in planning and service delivery or have explicit plans
:. : building capacity leading towards equal parfirerships by the end of FY 2020."

i.l.'eting this goal implies large-scale adaptive change for KMSS. Partnership is founded on
'," -'rk n'ith people in organizations whose values we share" It requires that we see, think
::"..i pian in a time frame that looks beyond KMSS's presence to leave behind a range of
::'.situtions and organizations which are empowered to articulate and address new,
::l'lerging problems of their constituents. It reflects a change in attitude to seek a balance

::'t\\'een learning, guidance and leadership. Although these changes may require more
:-..rn three years to realize in their entirety, the key concepts and activities can be tested,

:lodified and given the needed momentum and support required to ensure success.

imbitious as it is, this goal is within our grasp. By experimenting, learning and supporting
:.lre ongoing development of local approaches to partnership, KMSS will meet or exceed its
partnership goals.

To support this experimental approach, we must develop mechanisms to document and learn
:rom KMSS Offices' rich and diffuse experiential base in various forms of partner
relationships. It is important to note that KMSS is not alone in this change process. Multiple
institutions, national and international, have partnership histories to share with us" Like
K\ISS, others are finding that working in partnerships promotes our own internal learning,
enriches our programs, and helps achieve scale. By the same token, partner relationships are

.lifficult, time intensive and at times more costly



lArhy Partnership?

KMSS cannot act in isolation without becoming marginalized as the worldu'ide total r:r

absolute poverty grows, promoting health and health rights, preventing HI\'/AIDS anJ

Drug Addiction Prevention, Basic and Non Formal Education, Rights and Ccc-1

Governance and Livelihood' Disaster Management and women Emlrorr-ernr"i:'

Achieving the requisite scale to combat increases in global poverh' requires that r'.'e

change our manner of delivering services directly and that we reach out to esial-iis:.

working relationships - partnerships - with institutions both in the nortl.i alld tl-,e s--u::

to mutually support poverty alleviafion actions and other development issues -,ii'rlch

reach greater numbers of peopie and address root causes of povertr'. The challenge is tr

pick a path of change which is sufficiently incremental to be plausible, r'et sutlicienth

rapid to avoid institutional entropy.

As KMSS deepens its work with partner organizations, we are finding that partnersiril''5

at the iocal level work to further civil society and enhance social capital, rncreasing

chances for sustained service delivery andf or greater chances for people to assume

control of their own development processes. Further, facilitating parbrerships betrveen

local organizations and governments can have the powerful spin-off effect of enhancing

the growth of both good governance and civil society. These conditions would in turn

enhance the likelihood for sustainable interventions and programs.

T.2 PartnershipPrinciples

KMSS's approaches to partnerships will necessarily vary between and within country.

There are however, common guiding principles from which we can learn and on which we

can model our country-specific partnership goals and processes.

The nine principies outlined below are touch-points in that partnering process; places

where the positive potential of the relationship can be consciously shaped and enhanced.

1. Weaoe a fabric of sustainabitity. Partnerships must seek to weave a fabric of

sustailable development from a confluence of missions between civil society, government

and the private sector institutions. Sustainable development requires that services delivered

be valued by their constituents, that local organizations delivering them have the capacity to

do so efficiently and effectively, and that the operating environment not only authorizes but

supports their delivery. Sustainability mustle based on a respect for individual rights and
J
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an imaginative creation of collaborafive relationships between the different sectors of society

that mav not have been adequately addressed in the past.

2. Acknozuledge interdependence. Each partner needs the other to fulfill their

individual and joint mission. Recognizing this phenomenon of mutual need and inter-

connectedness allows the parties to share responsibility and to work for the benefit of the

rvhole and the other, knowing that this also serves their own best interests.

3. Build trust. Trust evolves over time between partners. Taking risks,

;.-.-,perating, showing KMSS and honoring commitments, as well as the simple familiarity
::at comes with working together over time, help establish trust.

4. Find shared aision, goals, zsalues and interests. Partners have manv things in
.ommon, but aiso many unique elements to their work. it is not important that all of the

partners' goals and values line up together; it is important that there be significant common

ground, a shared mission, for joint action" Partnerships need to articulate what's important
to them, and understand where their shared purpose and interests lie.

5. Honor the range of resources. Each party to the partnership brings a different
set of resources. A truly effective partnership utilizes all of its collective resources,

:egardless of who they may 'belong' to" Withholding of resources is a common

.'rganizational phenomenon, so a positive climate must be built in which parhrers are

encouraged to offer all that they bring to the larger whole"

6. Generate a culture of mutual support and respect for differences. The culture, or way of
being together, is a silent but potent factor in any relationship, one that can either energize

or sabotage the'work" Many organizattonai cultures have a tendency to deplete or frustrate
tts members. A good partnership actively nourishes and supports its members, so that
people feel good about being part of it. Showing appreciafion and respect for partners'
clifferences not only provides this needed support, but also allows for those differences to be

used as valuable resources for enhancing the partnership objectives.

7. Find opportunities for creatiue synery. Creativity is needed to face challenges
and overcome obstacles. In a partrership, co-creativity (or a joint creative process) fulfills
the old adage that says, 'two heads are better than one'. When there is a good rhythm to

6G€-



that co-creativity, it becomes synerg.y, where the whole is truly greater than the surr Lrr i:i
parts.

8. Address relationship dfficulties as they occur. A11 relationships h:." 
=

challenges. Misunderstandingsr poor communication, hurt or angr\- feelings. pt-'rr.:i

struggles, incorrect assumptions, distorted perceptions - these and other facttrrs car .,--*:.
the air with unspoken resentments or acfive disputes. Partners need regular ar.d ,-:::
contact to be able to address these naturally-occurring difficulties as soLrn:1.;--:s.':-= -:
order to prevent serious conflicts and to heal wounds before thev fester.

9. See partnering as continuous learning process. Partnering is a relaL.-:.si.-r: :r.r:

invents itself as it goes along. The quality of the parrnership is reiate.l tr r:-.., .i.i:.. :--

which the parties are willing to assess and examine that process ir.:r ?. -.:r-r..:.
perspective. Curiosify-, discovery, inquiry and wonder about each othc.r a:l,i ab"-.:;: ::-..

relationship, paired with active and periodic reflection on the state of the relatc,iship h"-':

keep the parbrership lively and
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1,3 A Definition for and Vision of Partnership

To develop a KMSS partnership strategy a group of 12 managerial staffs representing all
rallges of Office positions participated in S-days Partnership Strategy Development
Conference. What emerged is a powerful vision of KMSS as a partner institufion for the
fufure, a clear definition of partnership, and a set of four interwoven components to create

cl ll€w generation of strategic thinking for KMSS based upon openness, trust, information
sharurg and insfitutionai learning"

Vision
KMSS is a reliable and trusted partner with an enhanced reputation and
ability to improve the livelihood security of poor households and social
wellbeing through a diverse and dynamic globalnetwork of local parb:rers. In
every intervention, KMSS explores linkages that reach greater numbers of
people, alleviate poverty and save more lives.

Definition
Partnerships are mutually beneficial alliances of diverse Vpes between
organizattons where roles, responsibilities and accountabilities are
clearly defined. Partnerships facilitate continuous two-way learning
and are based on trust, shared vision and commitment to common
objectives. Partnership is a means to achieve improved quality of life

for more beneficiaries through sustainable service delivery," better responsiveness to local development needs,
and increased scale and scope of programs.

\o single form of partnership relationship is being prescribed by KMSS; rather a range of
partner definitions and relationships has been developed to recognize that different types
of partner relations are valuable for different contexts and operating environments. It is
clear that this wide range of partnerships will contribute to a dynamic development
environment. It is also clear that within this broad policy context, guidelines on basic
principles and shared practices wilt help Country Offices explore and refine their
partnership experience.



-1..4 Helpful Practices for Establishing and Maintaining Partnerships

Partnering with other organizations and institutions is one o{ the \{avs in rrli:.j-. rl'l:S .

achieve its institutional goals in promoting greater household livelillootl secur:,' : : :- :

people through our relief and development services. In addition, n'orking rrii:. -::.::> .::'-:
new ways for KMSS to learn, to disseminate learning, and reach potenhalli' Sr::.i:I ----, '-.-

scale and efficiency in service delivery. Key to selecting, or being selecter.l. as ::. :::: ::-i:
partner knows who the target population is, and what problerns ther face. ll-,::. ','.-. : -

mufually inform ourselves on whom and where we will focus our etrergi€S S:.:,i '-r.:

to be delivered either simultaneousiy or sequenfially, and then deternur.. --l'.= :"-.::.
appropriate means to deliver those services - either alone or in parhters:-,:: ','.',::. .::::i
working with other institutions, the following practices har-e be.:: i- i:i . ..::-
establishing and maintaining strong partner relationships:

As KMSS Enters a Region, or Considers a new Program in an Existing Region.

. Take fime to getto know other organizatrons in a region without a Pre-.rrn.eile.i:r-":'.:
in mind"

. Create opportunities from which partnerships can emerge, e.g., ilclu,-le other

organizattons in a workshop or seminar on a particular issue.

. Ask other NGOs/CBOs their views of partnership, their needs, n'hat ther-'re lookinE lr:
from Nafional NGOs.

. Engage in discussions in an exploratory wa!r with an open mind, not as someone

"shopping" for a subcontractor"

. Discuss with potential partorers their purposes as an organizatton, their r-alues a:i-l

strategies.

. Be clear and Cirect about your ideas on, hopes and expectations for partnership-r.

. Discuss KMSS's comparative advantages and that of potential partners to see horr-. .'r -:.

our organizations would complement one another.

As Proiect Design Begins:

' Develop the project with local institutions.
. Establish trust before starting project development by mutually exploring

organizattonal strengths and weaknesses, needs, etc.

. Conduct joint field visits, work sessions while designing a project.

. Determine how you as partners will work with community groups, beneficianes,

and how you will etlsure their "ownership" of proiect.
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' As trust develops, share more information with one another, including financial
information, assessments of organizattonal strengths and weaknesses, problems you
must deal with such as pressures from you board, etc.

' Draft guidelines for how budget and reporting will be managed and controlled.

' Explore the best kind of relationship for your organizations (prime-sub-contractor, joint
venture, direct funding, consortium), institutional development arrangements, policv and
advocacy plans, and deveiopment education responsibilities.

' Develop very clear roles and responsibilities for each organization prior to actual
implementation.

' Schedule periodic meetings for reviewing and revising roles and responsibilities over the
life of the project.

Donor Relations:

' Engage with donor agency(ies) as a team, visit them together whenever possible

' Inform the donor that you and your partorer(s) make decisions as a team; one doesn't
decide things without the other's involvement.

' \egofiate together for standardized reporting requirements for programs funded by
several donors.

Before KMSS and Partners Implement a project:

' Determine, in writing, each organizatron's responsibilities and norms of behavior (what
vou expect of each other regarding communication, etc.)

' -{gree on a mutual monitoring system--how each is accountable to the other, and how
lou are accountable to comrnunity/beneficiary groups.

' Practice transparency with each other; share information about problems which arise,
organizational styles of operation, etc.

' Maintain open communication on regular basis, through e-mail, fax, phone, etc.

' Agree to meet at regular intervals to conduct joint fieid visits, review project
achievements, check on working relationships, problems needs, etc.

. Explore staff exchanges.

' Define mechanisms to resolve conflicts and differences.

10



Finances and Budgets:
. Determine a system {or shared reporting to meet donor requirements for accountabilitr.
. Practice transparency with each other; exchange information about financial structure

overhead, salaries, per diems, project budget etc.

. Determine a financial reporting system to use with one another.

. Submit joint reports to donor, or establish a system through which each knort-s n-hat

goes to the donor.
. Develop systems to ensure mutual financial accountability.

Non-Project Behavior:

. Determine ways KMSS and partners can relate beyond carrying out projects together.

. Attend conferences together.

. Write a joint paper on your project for publication.

. Engage in staff exchanges or internships.

. Create development education opportunities in which partner organization

representafives participate.

Carry out joint international, regional or country-level workshops on a certain issue

for other development organizations.

Explore establishing NGO networks on particular issues, or work with consortia.

Carry out advocacy work together"

. Facilitate interchange and collaborafion.

Part Two

a

a

Crafting a Partnership Strategy - Guidelines
for KMSS

Part Two of this Manual outlines the suggested 7-steps process for crafting and operationalizing

a partnership strategy" A brief rationale and description is provided for each step. Detailed process

instructions for each of the suggested tools associated with this process are presented in Parts Three

and Four of this Manual. Part Two of this Manual also presents five aspects that KNISS need to

consider as the organizatron moves forward with partnership.

..\..-:
i ':-;1-1 '
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:"1 Introduction

.}e f-step process outtrined below is designed to both coincide with the crafting of the CO's I-RSP (Steps

- - and complement the operationalization of the LRSP (Steps 5-7) with regard to parhrerships. If the

- I has already crafted its LRSP, Steps 1-4 should be used as a guide to further articulate what

:a:tnership means and will look like within the context of the existing LRSP. At the same time, this

::r.ess is designed to be used at any operafional levei of programming. That is, the crafting and

:.rationalizafion of a parhrership stratery rrtay be applicable at a nationai or regional, program or

::::rr. community, or project level. Some modifications to the suggested process may be necessary to fit
::.= rarticular needs and circumstances of the operational level in question.

l.: Suggested Process for Crafting a Partnership Strategy

l.:--re begrnmng the process of crafting a parhrership strategy, a point person should be assigned

:=s::nsibility for leading the partnership strategy process. This person should have solid conceptual

.r.-:'-' as n'ell as the proven ability to lead a team and synthesize inJormation. More importanfly, this

:.:s--n should demonstrate a genuine interest in and enthusiasm for partnership^ In selecting this

:.rson, the KMSS may also want to consider whether or not this same person will be given overall

:=sponsibility for monitoring and evaluating the KMSS's partnership efforts during the LRSP period.

5 t t pt I Appraising P artnership Expeience and Less ons Learned

.::-. involves identifying who the KMSS's current (and, if appropriate, recent past) partners are and

"'.':.at their particular contribution is - either by project or program within each geographic area of
::-alr'sis (GAA). The KMSS should describe the relationship it has with each partner organizations;

':ecifYing the partnership typology and how the KMSS and partner interact on key operational

acrir-ities. With this inJormation at hand, the KMSS can sununarize its lessons learned and give an

,-','erall description of its role as a partner with others"

S t e p 2 Inaentorying P otential p artner Organizations

K\ISS does not have the time or resources to undertake an exhaustive inventorying process. Using
community-generated Venn Diagrams and Historical Timelines, the KMSS selectiaely identifies those
organizations that seem most appropriate to include in the inventory effort. However, this information
tencls to be too general to be of significant value in assessing and, eventually, selecting partners. In
order to determine its Comparative Advantage, the KMSS will need to obtain some level of
unclerstanding for each organizaLton in terms of their: a) the scope and scale of their programming
results and impact to date; b) current and future programrning (geographic focus, types of services,
target populations); and c) their perceived capacity (managemen! financial, logistical) to deliver on its
plan. 4 o12



Step 3 Articulating a Rationalefor Partnering

It is important that, partnership makes sense to the KMSS. tseing clear about the reasons for

entering into a partnership will help focus the KMSS's selection of potential partners and possil'1e

partnership endeavors. It is equally important to be clear about when it's a bad idea to enter into

partnership"

This reflection will lead the KMSS to develop a rationale for partnership. This rationale can L'e

expressed in the form of a vision, a goal, a set of objectives, or any combination thereof. This

rationale should be considered as a "first cut" given that no strategic decisions (LRSP \-ision,

Strategic Directions, Programmatic Key Choices,Initiatives for Organuatronal Improvement) have

been made yet. In addition, the steps involved in operationalizing a partnership strategr- n-ill gir-e

further clarity (or "provide more meat to the bone") as to the KMSS's rationale.

Step 4 Ranking Potential Partner Organizations

Essential criteria in choosing partner are complementarily of vision (or developmental ethos) and the

degree of complexity of the interventions to be undertaken with the partner to address the

constraints to HHLS. Within a given GAA, this complexity is based on the match betn'een four

program criteria: specific geographic areas of intervention; services provided; target populahons;

and the percentage of demandf need being met. Other criteria can, and should, be included to better

adapt the ranking process to local conditions'

Using these criteria to form a Partner Decision Tree, the KMSS ranks each potential parbrer

organization in terms of the most likeiy andf or mutually beneficial reason for establishing a

relationship. For example, rankings might include those organizations with: complementary

comparative advantage; conflicting comparative advantage; potential for transfer of KMSS

service delivery; opportunities for KMSS learning and growtfu potential as allies for advocacy.

In summary, crafting a KMSS partnership strategy includes the following steps u'ith ther

respechve purpose, product (suggested toois) and time frame'
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STEP PURPOSE PRODUCTS (suggested tools)

Step 1 ApytraisingKMSS
F ar tner ship E xp e ri en c e an d
Lessons Learned

. KMSS Partnership Profiles

. KMSS Partnership Typologies

. KMSS Parh:rership Stages
o I(lf,/[Q( Pari-norchin T occnnc T oarno.]

Step 2 Inaentorying Potential
P ar tner ship O r g aniz ati ons

by Geographic Areas of Anaiysis and, where
appropriate, at a National l-evel
. Venn Diagram
. Historical Timeline
. PartnerlnformationSheet
. Sector & Geographic Maps of Partner Program

Qo..ri^oo

Step 3 Articulnting a KMSS Rationalefot
Partnering

' Criteria for when to Partner
. Criteria for when to not Partner
. Goal and Vision for KMSS Partnerships

(1st draft)
Step 4 R ankin g P o tenti al P ar tn er

Organizations
. HHLS Problem System
. Comparative Advantage Analysis
r Parfurership Decision Tree
. Short List by l-ikely Purpose of

Relafinnchin

2.3 Suggested Process for Operationalizing a CO Partnership Strategy

.:e K\{SS now has the broad strokes of what partnership means (Criteria for tr{Ihen and \z\4ren

\.-t to Parhrer, Rationale) and what it might look like (Potential Parhrers by Categories for each

G.\{ and/or at the National Level)" Whether the KMSS has incorporated partnership into its

.-R.SP or

..-mplemented its LRSP with a partnership strategy, it must now begin to operationalizepartnership.

Step 5 Mutually S ele cting P artners

\--t every potential-partrer organization will necessarily want or need to enter into a partnership

relation with the KMSS. As a result of the KMSS's efforts thus far, it is ready to contact those

t-rganizations which seem to demonstrate the most promising opportunity for a mutually benefiting

relationship with the KMSS and for bringing value-added to the program participants and
t'eneficiaries.

This step marks the begirming of the establishment of partnership relations. Organizations with
rr-hom the KMSS has mutually ascertained compatibility and coflunon interest for joining together

comrnit themselves tfuough a Memorandum of Understanding to continue the assessment process.

5 t e p 6 As s es sing P artn ers' O rganiz a ti o nal Cap acity 
1 4

16€



The KMSS and partner organization create a matrix which charts strengths, weaknesses. r-r'r - rr*rrr: -

and threats (SWOT) for each of four core components of organizational capacih- - \':,i-:: :'--::.':
resources; program; and financial viability - in relation to organizational skucture, plaru:::.:

Iinkages, board, and participation. At the successful conclusion of this step, the L\1SS '::
organization will enter into a formal affangement, with: a defined overall purpose an.: --: . :'

clarified roles, responsibilities and accountabilities; agreement on how resource sha-ri:'.: ':,:
making will take place; and a general modus operandi for working together.

This assessment serves the dual purpose of identifying areas for instiiutional ca-;-::::. :----:-:- :-

well as providing a baseline against which to establish benchmarks for and c'.'r.'*-'-rr-l -:r.:-.1

building efforts.

Step 7 Finalizing a Rationalefor Partnertng

The KMSS, by now, has entered (or is about to enter) into formal or inJormal partne:s:::s 
"',':--:. 

..=,:-,,

defined objectives, roles, responsibilities and accountabilities as well as mufuallr-tiieni;:; r.r:rS ---I

organizational learning, growth and capacity building. Viewed collectivelr', these partnershi:s ;r'..:

suggest changes or modilications in the KMSS's rafionale ("first cut" and/or I-RSP \-€rs1.-1'.'i :.:

partnering. The objective is to clearly articulate the mental model of parhrerships that the i1\ISS ai'..i -:-

stalf will pursue during the LRSP period. In summary, operafionalizing a KN{SS partnersh:ir S::-:.:r.

includes the following steps with their

respective purpose, product (suggested tools) and time frame"

PRODUCTS (suggested toolsl

Ascertain Compafibility and
Mutual lnterest

Insfi tutional Assessment Working
Group

Key Informant Interviews
Institutional Profiles

Goal and Vision

ri
Jit
J
Jitititt
It
I
I
I
I
I

Mutttally S ele cting P artner sStep 5

. insfitufionalCapacityFramework

. Instituticinal SWOT Assessment

' Organizational Capacity Self- Assessm€r,t i- ::
Sheet

. Formalized Partner Relationshi

Assessing Partners'
O r g aniz ati o n al C ap a ci ty

Finalizing a I(MSS R ationale for
Partnering
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Part Three
Detailed Process Instructions
Partnership Strategy

for Crafting a

STEP PURPOSE PRODUCTS (suggested tools)

Step 1 Appraising I0/ISS
P ar tner ship E xp erience and
Lessons Learned

a

a

a

a

KMSS Partnership Profiles
KMSS Parbrership Typologies
KMSS Parhrership Stages
I(N/qq Parl-narehin T occnnq T pqrnorl

Step 2 Inuentorying Potentiat
P ar tner ship Or ganizations

by Geographic Areas of Analysis and, where
appropriate, at a National l-evel
. Venn Diagram
. Historical Timeline
. Partner Data Base Information Sheet
. Sector & Geographic Maps of

Parbrer Prograrn Services

Step 3 Articulating a KMSS Rationalefor
Partnering

. Criteria for when to Partner

. Criteria for when to not Partner

. Goal and Vision for KMSS Partnerships
(1st draft)

Step 4 R anking P o tenti al P ar tn er
Organizations

" HHLS Problem System
. Comparative Advantage Analysis
. Partnership Decision Tree

' Short List by Likely Purpose of
Relationship

:{-t il.}-.{.
i'::I"ii rri:-.".:il
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Tool 3.1.1 Who are our partners?

Partner Name Instructions: PlacePN in

Place name of
partner in
these boxes.

Nationai
Gov't.

Regional
Gov't.

Research

Inst./
Universit

v

l"r j li l::ir ;i.j.':;-dj

:-lii :::'l -,1.? :l.l{'i

:iJi...:l-,'
-.,-...r.,-jr*
'd ji" i i *,_i ..;

;r.1.g;r'r;''i,i+r
1]::;ii ....:i:;. :.r::l,rli ..rji t:.::J
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Tool 3.1.2 Typology of Partnerships

The parhrership types presented below are defined according to their type of fortnalizatton. This
h-pology does not, however, address the specific qualities of the partnership (e.g., whether the
partners share in decision-making, whether there are mutual benefits and trust). \zVhile applying this
h'pology to your past and current partnerships, it is important to keep in mind the following points:

' .each of type of partnership may oI m_ay not include the provision of additional support
(such as capacity building or teihnical assistance) to onebr both of the partnerr; u.rd

' the types of partnerships outlined here intentionally do not specify the direction of the
relationship. For example, in a sub-contract relationship, KMSS couid be either the sub-
contractor or the sub-contractee"

l Sub-Contract Two organizations sign a contract for which the sub-contracting organization
pavs for services provided by the sub-contracted organization" The services provided help the
sub-conkacting organizationto meet its own objectives. As such it is best described as a fee for
service relationship. In this relationship, it is then assumed that the sub- contracted
organization already possesses some of the necessary qualities and skills to carry out the task
for n hich it has been sub-contracted.

l. Direct Funding Sub-grants are provided to local (or international) organizations so that they
mal' design, implemen! evaluate and manage their own projects. This di{fers from a sub-
contract in the sense that the sub-grantee has control over designing, implementing and
managing its project, whereas in a sub-contract the relationship essentially is one of fee for
sen,ices.

i. Joint Venture Two or more organizaions come together to design, implemen! monitor,
evaluate, and manage a project. Participatingorganizahons pool their resources and roles are
determined by strengths that each organization brings to the situafion.

Consortium C on s o rti a are usuallyissue-based groupingsof tfuee or more organizations
which have come together to bring a value-added approach to programs. Each organization
has a different role based on what it can contribute to strengthening an assault on the
problem.

Network This is an informal affiliation of institutionai andlor individual linkages designed
to share information and issues pertinent to their collective interest.
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